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About This Content

Hymns of Revelations reminds you of the new sacred duties available to you in the new expansion Monks and Mystics. Five
new songs transport your soul to heavenly heights while you scheme and plot on earth. Composed and produced by Yannick Süß

& Robin Birner (Audinity).

Songs included:

1. Agnus Dei
2. Ave Maris Stella

3. Deus Misere
4. Mystery

5. Rorate Caeli
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There are not enough reasons to dislike this game. I've seen worst games with better overall reviews.

The levels are not correctly balanced as harder levels alternates with easy levels but that's not a major issue.

The game can be completed by an avarage skilled player in ~2 hours.. I'm not going to complain about the graphics due to the
age of the DLC, but the sounds aren't that great, and the interior of the cab looks empty, like they got it half way finished and
decided not to put the rest of the gauges and controls in the cab.. it ♥♥♥♥ing sucks. So it turns out most of them are dudes.

10/10, traps aren't gay.. OMG! I almost missed a great fun vr kaiju game which I dreamed about it for long. I was a bit hesitant
about buying this game after reading the reviews and bad comments of this game.

Smashing around, throwing vehicles against people, blocking\/grabbing missiles and throwing. Oh man! It is so much fun to
experience the details of this game.

As a big fan of Godzilla who played all Godzilla games on PS3 and Ps4, VR monster awakens does have room for improvement
in current version. Comparing an indie early acvess game with a Godzilla series on console is not fair, but I hope the developer
can keep improving this game with great potential.

Recommend this game even it is an early access title, worths 12 bucks for those details. Would love to see how this game goes
when get finished.

Pros:
- VR Godzilla game which you can walk\/run naturally, good job!
-Feedbacks of throwing and punching things are great
-Can see the developer put much effort on the detaills such as reaction of people and AI soldiers
- Video tutorial, simple and easy control schemes
-I love the Minecraft like artstyle
-Boss fight is cool! The tank crashed on me and blew me away

Cons:
-Only one map in current version
-Gameplay is short if you only want to pass the mission, in the current version there are random missions apart from destroying
buildiongs which is a great improvement. Yet, more will be better.
-The props like tree are not durable at all
- The way of building collapsing may need more works

Suggestions:
-Monster vs monster!
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-This game will be sick if there is a co-op mode or any multiplayer mode. Takes to long for a day to pass and unable to get any
of the food for the animals to feed them so no animals can be fed and no missions can be completed. This product is
EXCELLENT!!! I tested several different features... everything works great. I was surprised by the 2 negative reviews, so I had
to check it out. Just like the emedia Bass and emedia Guitar.... this is a great educational program. I definitely wasn't
disapponted. But just like everything else... you have to practice, practice, practice. The cost of this software is the cost of one
30 minute guitar lesson... so it's definitely worth the money. Rock On!!!. Not as good as you remember.
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It's a decent game, So far I've only put a few hours into it and I've loved what I've seen. There's plenty to do especially if you're
into crafting and killing stuff. Just.. Avoid the centipedes till you get going. They hurt. Sidenote the dev actually pays attention
to feedback.. Good DLC that adds some more variety to the Female catagory of your Character generator. There are no changes
or add ons to the Male catgory or Kid one. Hence the Title "Heroine." Mainly it is some unique hairstyles, some varient eyes
that have different default color to them and lots of clothing additions. Mainly a couple of School Uniform ones and a lot of
Fantasy\/Princess type. I have not had time yet to battle test or map test each varient of the generator parts, but for the most part
they are good looking quality and for the price compared to how long it would take you to design this stuff yourself, I'm good
with the variety provided. Would love to see more modern stuff like blue jeans and jerseys for up to date casual wear, but I'm
into modern RPGs so thats an "opinionated" request. Would also love to see some more stuff for the guys and kids too in the
future! (Hint Hint) Readers: Don't forget this pack allows you to make the face, SV battler, dead, and sprite all with this DLC.
This is not premade characters so sky is the limit what you do with the parts.. adfdfadfsafadf. loving this game. civ 3 and 4 are
my ultimate favourites of all the civ series. A very nicely made game.

I recommend playing career mode at first, and maybe try a few positions (muliple careers). Once you understand the buttons
and roles of each position, you will be better at running the whole team at once.

The AI range from stupid to very good and hard. Depends on the skill level. On the lowest they might run away from you
instead of tackle you a lot. Amateur (next level up) is a nice level, they are smarter but not impossible to get through while you
are low skills. Pro and above, you need to build up your skills first or you wont get through their defence. You can change skill
levels any time during your career.

Its an awesome game and the best NRL game ive seen to date. It is immersive, addictive and very well done.. I have 8 hours on
this game so i think i know a good amount of this game. First off, yes there are bugs such as if you're standing still and a enemy
spawns on you you will fall off the map, and the same with guns. Second when running past the first few enemies on hospital no
enemy's will spawn and you can beat it like that, there is also a rare glitch where you fly in the sky but it does not happen that
much. Theres more bugs but you can figure that out for you're self.

For the pros though the game is like max payne but first person mainly because of the side jumps, slow mo, and dual wield.
Second is that shooting grenades while flying through the air is very fun.

So in the end of this i would recommend this game to anyone looking to play like there in a john wick movie, or any action
movie.. Streets of Rage defined the scrolling beat 'em up genre of its era. Having played the original countless times on the
SEGA Megadrive since the age of 3, I was extremely delighted to find the port to Steam. The gameplay is just as good as it was
back then, bringing a fantastic feeling of nostalgia. I used to play the game with my twin brother and my Dad as a kid, providing
an amazing local co-op experience. Replaying it with a friend brought back many memories as I relived my childhood on the
Streets of Rage.

Pros:
+ Simple controls
+ Local co-op
+ Gamepad support (I used a PS3 controller)
+ A feeling of nostalgia
+ Pixel art graphics (I love them)

Cons:
- Too easy to accidentally grab your co-op partner
- Still contains some glitches (was thrown by both wrestler bosses at the same time on Stage 8, throwing me out of the screen
and completing the game)
- I disliked the level design of Stage 6 where squashing machinery takes up too much space on the screen making it annoying to
fight in.

Score: 7\/10. like the SMOD
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